
From: Jake Rueter [mailto:jake.rueter@gmail.com]  

Sent: Sunday, December 16, 2018 10:01 AM 
To: #CI-StPaul_Ward4; Dadlez, Kady (CI-StPaul) 

Subject: Support for Eliminating Parking Minimums 

 

Dear Planning Commissioners and CM Nelson, 

 

I’m writing today to ask that you please use St. Paul’s 2040 comprehensive plan update as an 

opportunity to eliminate parking minimums in our city. I believe that it is critical to allow people 

investing in our city to determine the amount of parking they need independently. This is an 

important issue for people considering building ADUs, those investing in small businesses, and 

building larger housing developments. 

 

We need to reduce barriers to building more opportunity in our city and shift away from our 

existing car-dominant transportation system.  

 

Thank you for considering my comments.  

 

Jake Rueter 

1347 Blair Ave 

 



From: James Slegers [mailto:james.slegers@gmail.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2019 10:42 PM 
To: Thompson, Lucy (CI-StPaul) 
Cc: #CI-StPaul_Ward2 
Subject: St Paul 2040 Comments 
 
StP Planning and Econ Development, Lucy Thompson, and Council Member Noeker, 
 
As you consider the long term plan for the city of St Paul, I ask you to commit to inclusive zoning policies 
that enable long term population growth and broader housing choice while eliminating policies that 
hinder the pursuit of carbon footprint reduction. 
 
The vast majority of the city of St Paul is zoned single family at present.  This de facto limits housing 
density and housing choice in 90% of the city.  Given the already slim unit availability in the city and the 
long term expectation of population growth, we should be upzoning all parts of St Paul, to 
accommodate diverse types of new construction and renovation wherever it is needed.  Broad upzoning 
not only enables population growth, but also decreases housing costs in the long term.  Broad upzoning 
supports the policy goal of equity and equal accessibility by increasing the housing options of those who 
wish to live in those communities. 
 
We should eliminate parking minimums and either eliminate permit-only parking or increase the cost to 
market rate.  Parking minimums encourage wasteful land use and  limit density.  Undercharging for 
permit parking subsidizes individual vehicle use, and both these policies reduce the available tax base.  
Further, parking minimums and subsidization of parking contribute to sprawl and make neighborhoods 
less accessible to those who are unable to afford a vehicle.  We should encourage density and reduce 
reliance on cars, both to reduce regional carbon footprint and to make our city more accessible and 
usable to people of all means.  Greater density increases the efficiency and effectiveness of mass transit, 
as well as making walking and biking more viable alternatives. 
 
Specific proposals: 
 
1. LU-7 should be defined more precisely.  We should follow the lead of Minneapolis in explicitly 
allowing multi-family housing in all residential areas and eliminating parking minimums.  Similarly, LU-33 
should not just encourage but "Allow by right"  
 
2. LU-11 and LU-28 should be eliminated.  There are no good policy reasons to subject proposed 
developments or renovations to these kinds of subjective standards which are frequently used to 
oppose new units and restrict what people can become part of a neighborhood.  Historic designations 
should be limited to specific houses and not entire neighborhoods.  Saddling whole blocks with 'historic' 
designations does little to serve the broader public, but it limits flexibility of development and limits the 
kinds of people who can afford to live in a neighborhood, which is counter to the equity goals of the city. 
 
3. Add more Neighborhood Node locations in the Highland/MacGroveland/Summit Hill neighborhoods. 
 
4. All of West 7th and the Riverview corridor, and along the A BRT line should be Neighborhood Nodes, 
as was done along the Green Line.  Neighborhood Nodes should be expanded wherever BRT lines are 
developed. 
 



Thank you for your consideration, 
James Slegers 
183 S Chatsworth St, Summit Hill (Ward 2) 
 
James Slegers / james.slegers@gmail.com / (651) - 366 - 2410 



From: Karen Allen [mailto:kvallen01@gmail.com]  

Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2019 8:37 PM 
To: Thompson, Lucy (CI-StPaul) 

Subject: Saint Paul for All - 2040 comments 

 
Ms Thomspon, 
I am sending you this email because the online submission portal for the 2040 plan is closed, 

despite the comment date being extended to Monday at 4. 
I am a Saint Paul resident and landlord. I live in Hamline/Midway and own a duplex in Summit 

University. Saint Paul is the only city I ever want to live in, so I am sharing my notes on the 2040 

Comprehensive Plan. I am very support of the broad up-zoning plans, the Neighborhood Node concept 

and increased focus on density and public transportation. Saint Paul is experiencing a housing shortage 

and dramatic increases in housing costs, making it challenging for current and future residents to have 

stable, long-term housing plans within our city. I hope that we can increase the abundance of housing and 

eliminate exclusionary zoning so that we can have more residents of diverse circumstances (age, race, 

employment, family status, education, etc) all contributing to a strong economic future for Saint Paul. 
I am very supportive of the section about ‘missing middle’ housing. I see these types of buildings 

throughout the core of St Paul but know that there are many limitations preventing this type of 

development anymore - parking minimums, heights, set-back, funding, etc. Please make a concerted 

effort to eliminate these barriers, as I believe this type of housing would be most popular to many 

residents if they were given the option. 
Where I different from a lot of housing advocates is that I believe that historic preservation is of 

critical importance to Saint Paul’s long-term vitality. Studies have shown that historic neighborhoods 

have more flexible uses, at a lower cost, and typically support more diverse businesses and residents. 

Additionally, demolition and new buildings have a huge negative impact on the environment.  I would 

encourage you to support historic preservation for community prosperity, encourage adaptive reuse and 

rehabilitation of existing structures. 
 
The following notes were developed in tandem with a small gathering of other housing advocates, with a 

couple edits of my own. 
Thank you for giving us a chance to work on Saint Pauls future together. 
 
General: 

 Given the expected population growth (344,100 by 2040), we need more explicit calculations 

about how much housing could be accommodated under the proposed new zoning rules. The 

large population growth calls for a broad upzoning of all parts of the city, to allow the flexibility 

to add housing when/where it is needed. 

 Strongly agree that “the only way to grow is by increasing densities on infill parcels as they 

become available” (p. 8). Since the city cannot determine when or where this happens, we need a 

broad and dramatic relaxation of zoning. 

 In addition to relaxing zoning to accommodate population growth, we should do it anyway 

because we need to lower the cost of housing as much as possible. 

 
Nine Themes - p. 10 

 In general objective, universal values like the affordability of housing and access to jobs should 

trump subjective, personal values like “sense of community”. People without affordable housing 

options have no choice, people who object to their “neighborhood’s character” can move. In 

particular, irrational fears about “public safety” should not be allowed to block additional multi-

unit housing with diverse residents. 

 

mailto:kvallen01@gmail.com


Vision and Core City Values - p.12 
 For all of these we must consider that impact, not only on current residents, but on potential 

future residents. What happens to people if we don’t allow enough housing to be built to 

accommodate them? 

 There is no meaningful “housing choice” when 90% of the city is zoned for one kind of housing 

(single family) and is required to provide one kind of transportation infrastructure (parking 

minimums). Real housing choice requires that we allow multi-family housing on every parcel and 

that no parcel be required to have a parking minimum. 

 We should explicitly recognize that dense walkable cities are inherently healthier both 

individually and collectively than single-family zoning. There are no health advantages to single 

family neighborhoods. 

 
Land Use - p.27 

 Density should be increase throughout the city, not just at Neighborhood Nodes. 

 LU-7 is too vague. The city should broadly upzone and allow multi-family housing without 

parking minimum throughout the city. 

 LU-13 Change “reduce parking minimums” to “eliminate”. Especially pertinent for small multi-

family residences (duplex up to ‘missing middle’ style buildings) 

 
Neighborhood Nodes Policy - p.33,  Land Use Appendix A, Map LU-2 - p.41 

 Clarify what this means they - not just “increased” maximum allowable density under the St. Paul 

code. 

 Add more locations in Highland/Mac/Summit Hill. 

 Similar to University, all of West 7th/Riverview corridor should be NNs. Same for the A Line Bus 

BRT. Anything along a train or BRT Route should automatically be NN. 

 
Urban Neighborhood - Land Use Policy - p.34 

 LU-33 Strengthen “encourage” to “allow by right”. There is no reason for the city to block this 

development. 

 LU-50 College neighborhoods must be required to upzone to provide sufficient housing for 

students. All campus adjacent land should be NN. 

 
Transportation - p.51 

 Eliminate Permit Only Parking or at least charge a market rate for neighborhood permit holders. 

 Autonomous vehicles are overhyped and we should not give over our transportation infrastructure 

to powerful corporations. 

 
Housing - p.110 

 It is disingenuous to say that “the City does not have full control of housing development” (p. 

110). In fact the City has banned everything but single family residential housing in 90% of the 

city. It has done so to exclude people of color and low-wage workers. The draft should recognize 

this history and explicitly call on the city to reverse course. Instead the City should adopt a policy 

of allowing abundant and affordable housing. Again it is not true that the city has a “decades-old 

commitment to an all-incomes housing strategy”. Instead the city has a policy of restricting the 

supply of housing to prevent low-income and people of color from building more affordable 

multi-family housing in much of the city. 

 Goal 1: 

o Add Policy to to recognize that single family only zoning contributes to obesity and heart 

disease at the individual level and air pollution at the community level. 

o Delete H-7. This does not need to be a city priority. 



o We need an explicit calculation of if we will meet the Affordability Housing Allocation. 

 Goal 2: Add labor standards 

 Goal 3: H-15-17 require broad upzoning without parking minimums 

 Goal 7: 

o H-48: Strongly support. Clarify “small-scale multi-family” 

o Add policy to exempt all publically owned/subsidized housing from all zoning limits. 

 
Thank you so much, 
Karen 
 

--  

Karen Allen 

LinkedIn 

651-315-2262 
 

http://www.linkedin.com/in/karenallen01


From: Michael Sonn [mailto:sonn.michael@gmail.com]  

Sent: Monday, January 14, 2019 4:02 PM 
To: Thompson, Lucy (CI-StPaul) 

Subject: St Paul 2040 

 

I'm writing as a citizen of St Paul concerned about the direction of our city and the future of the 

planet and how we can do better for both. 

 

First and foremost, I'd like to see a much more ambitious plan. We should be talking about major 

investments in housing and bike/walk focused transportation. We should be discussing 

eliminating parking minimums city-wide. There should dozens of more neighborhood nodes. 

There should be a blanket tri-plex allowance anywhere in the city, no matter the zoning. But 

sadly, this plan is ambitious only to those of us who know how slowly St Paul adapts. 

 

Please take this opportunity to push our city and region forward in a sustainable way. We have to 

act fast and we have to act boldly. My son's future rests on your shoulders. Please look to those 

that have the most at stake in this discussion, the ones who will be living with your decisions in 

2040. Change is hard, but it is coming for us and our city if we prepare for it or not. 

 

Thank you, 

Mike Sonn 

1458 Wellesley Ave 

 

Land Use 

●     Policy LU-6 calls for “growing Saint Paul’s tax base in order to maintain and expand 

City services, amenities and infrastructure”. However, many other proposed policies 

(such as LU-1 and LU-11) seem to limit this growth by restricting high-density 

development to certain areas and valuing the preservation of significant views over 

accommodating basic needs such as housing. I support growing our tax base and making 

room for everyone who wants to live in Saint Paul, and I would like to see the 

Comprehensive Plan enable this to a greater extent by allowing for denser development 

across the city. Minneapolis has established a good model by allowing ADUs and 

triplexes citywide, and I believe that implementing a similar policy in Saint Paul would 

help grow the tax base without placing too much pressure on those who cannot afford the 

rent increases caused in part by housing scarcity.  

 

●     Policies LU-13 and LU-14 aim to increase using space allocated to parking more 

efficiently. In addition to approaches such as shared-use parking, eliminating parking 

minimums would be effective in allowing the market to provide an appropriate amount of 

parking, thus relieving the financial and environmental strains associated with building 

parking in excess because of minimum requirements.  

 

●     Policy LU-22 calls for “[strengthening] neighborhood connections to and within 

Downtown Saint Paul through development and improvements that support and 
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complement Downtown businesses and urban villages.” A primary factor that limits 

connectivity between downtown and surrounding neighborhoods is the freeways. Though 

land use can partially address this disconnect, it would be better addressed by specific 

walking and bicycling improvements on routes into and out of downtown, such as 

Kellogg Boulevard, John Ireland Boulevard and Jackson Street, as partially addressed in 

the Transportation chapter. 

 

●     Policy LU-34 calls for “[providing] for multi-family housing along arterial and 

collector streets to facilitate walking and leverage the use of public transportation.” Given 

the public health impacts of exposure to particulate pollution caused by cars, as well as 

the effects of long-term exposure to noise that interrupts sleep, I believe that multi-family 

housing should not be exclusively promoted along busy corridors such as Marshall and 

Snelling avenues. Because people of color, people with low incomes and other 

traditionally underrepresented groups live in multi-family housing at far higher rates than 

white people and people with high incomes, focusing multi-family housing development 

near noisy, polluted roads while preserving quiet neighborhoods with clean air for those 

who can afford single-family homes is a massive equity issue. I would like to see the 

comp plan provided for not only along arterial and collector streets, but across the city. In 

addition to equity benefits, this would allow for the density needed to support walkability 

and high-quality public transportation. 

 

Housing 

●     Policy H-1 aims to maintain the housing stock by enforcing property maintenance 

codes. While it is important that all housing is safe and healthy for those who occupy it, I 

am concerned that without additional supporting policies this may create a disparate 

impact on people with low incomes. Language could be added about allocating funds for 

those who are unable to pay for property maintenance on their own, or to ensure that 

landlords pay for upkeep without transferring the burden to their tenants. Additionally, 

tenants’ protections for landlords who fail to perform upkeep and maintenance would 

mitigate or help avoid any disparate impacts resulting from this policy.  

Policies H-12 and H-13 aim to improve the efficiency of new-build housing. This is 

important, particularly given the climate crisis we currently face, but may not be 

inclusive of all approaches to reducing household energy consumption. Designing 

housing so that it can have cooling cross breezes on hot summer days, while it can also 

retain heat throughout the winter, doesn’t have to be done in some new and trendy way; 

people mastered this long before air conditioning and electricity became mainstream, and 

it may be more cost- and energy-efficient to consider these older technologies in addition 

to the new ones mentioned in these policies. 

 



●     Policies H-15, H-16 and H-17 aim to provide more housing and more diverse 

housing options. However, the policies put forth in the land use chapter may limit the 

ability of developers and other people building housing to provide a wide range of 

housing types suiting various housing needs and preferences. Allowing for a diversity of 

housing throughout the city rather than centering diverse housing at nodes and along busy 

corridors would significantly expand capacity for housing to meet the needs of all current 

and future residents.  

 

●     Policies H-26 through H-30 all aim to achieve Goal 5: “stable rental housing”. These 

would all be better supported by less restrictive residential zoning citywide. Allowing 

ADUs and multifamily units (townhomes, triplexes, and so forth) throughout the city 

would go a long way to increasing the supply of rental homes, thus making rental housing 

more stable and enabling people to provide more housing at a lower cost than major 

apartment developments. This would similarly support Goal 6: “Improved access to 

affordable housing” by allowing for more housing choice, transferring power from 

landlords to tenants by giving tenants choice and therefore leverage regarding their living 

situation. 

 

Transportation 

●     Policy T-2 aims to “prioritize transportation projects and ensure well-maintained 

infrastructure that benefits the most people” by using surface condition and multimodal 

usage rates. This policy is well-intentioned, but may end up disproportionately 

benefitting drivers, given that most infrastructure across the city currently serves drivers 

first and everyone else second. By instead focusing on the most vulnerable road users 

(pedestrians and bicyclists) and making improvements with their safety and comfort in 

mind, these modes of transportation can become more attractive and therefore more 

popular, increasing their usage rates. A nice side benefit of such improvements is that 

they typically improve safety for motorists as well, making the roads better for everyone. 

A policy that explicitly aims to serve the most vulnerable users first would be more 

beneficial, and would work toward several goals while also supporting several other 

policies throughout the chapter (such as, notably, T-3).  
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